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Gobstones penny answers

Penny Heywood is a Hufflepuff pupil in the same year as the protagonist of Harry Potter: The Mystery of Hogwarts. She is the kindest, shrewd, attractive and most popular person of the year. Her specialty is potion making as a way to be very helpful on your quest to discover the Damned Vaults. Penny will be available as a pal halfway through year 1.After
becoming friends you will be able to share a meal in the Great Hall, drink butter beer on three broomsticks in Hogsmeade, and play Gobstones in the yard. Each action is a series of four questions that will reward up to three diamonds that translate into experience for the friendship level of Penny Heywood. The necessary experience and reward for promotion
to each level is this: Green is the best answer. Yellow is the second best answer. Red is the worst answer. Penny will test your knowledge of the potions you need to find the Damned Vaults. Dragon Liver.Ginger Root.Bundimun secretions. Valerian Spriggs. Fly River Water. Standard Ingredient.Wolfsbane.Bezoar.No.4- What's in Polyjuice potion? Mistletoe
Berries.Knotgrass.Fluxweed.No.5- What's the swelling solution? Horklump Juice.Pufferfish Eyes.Dried Nettles.. 6- What's boiling in the treatment? Horned Slugs.Lady's Mantle.Snake Fangs. Shrivelfigs.Powdered Bat Spleens.Powdered Rat Spleens.Prove How Well You Know Hogwarts' Gossip.1- Why do they say you're crazy? Because of Mad Eye
Moody.the Damned Vaults. The question is: Why is Dumbledore leaving? To find something. Visit Harry Potter. He doesn't know how to shave. It keeps dangerous creatures. The question is, why was your brother expelled? Question.5 - What makes Merulu so mean? She's jealous of me. Her parents are in Azkaban.She's a werewolf. The question is.6- What
makes Ben a coward? He's from a Muggle family. He secretly devours Death. The question.7 - What does Mr. Filch love most? Ms. Norris.Children.Shackles.Also Read: Herbology Class Of Questions and Answers (Hogwarts) Pleasant and popular Penny Heywood knows all the latest gossip around Hogwarts. She can use her potions skills to get you out of
difficult situations. Eating with Penny: What's in Doxicide? A: Bundimum Secret / Dragon Liver: What's in the forgetfulness of the potion? A: Lethe River Water / Valerian Twigs: What's in Wideye potion? A: Wolfsbane / Standard Ingredient: What's in the treatment boils? A: Horned Bullets / Snake Fangs: What's in the reduction of the solution? A: Srivelfigs /
Powder rat spleen: What's in Polyjuice potion? A: Knotgrass/Fluxweed: What's the swelling solution? A: Dried / Pufferfish Eyes: Why did Dumbledore leave? A: Looking for someone. The question is: What does Filch love most? The question is: Why was your brother expelled? A: He broke school rules. A: What is your favorite potion? H: Don't try to distract
me... A: Sprout comes here. What's my favorite class? A: Potion: We first met after you duel ... Penny Heywood is a Hufflepuff student in the same year as the protagonist of Harry Potter: The Mystery of Hogwarts.  She is the kindest, smart, attractive and most popular person of the year.  Her specialty is potion making, which will be very useful in your quest
to discover the Damned Vaults.  Penny is available as a friend in mid-year 1. As friends, you can share a meal in the Great Hall, drink an oil drink at Three Broomsticks in Hogsmide and play Hobstones in the courtyard.  Each event consists of a series of four questions that will reward up to three diamonds that translate into experience for Penny's friendship
level.  Experience, necessary and reward for promotion to each level are: 2 - 20 experience, 5 gemstones award 3 - 35 experience, 5 gems award 4 - 35 experience, 5 energy rewards 5 - 60 experience, 5 energy rewards 6 - 70 experience, 10 energy rewards 7 - 80 experience, 10 energy rewards 8 - 100 experience, 15 energy rewards 9 - 100 experience, 15
energy rewards 10- 120 experience, Special cosmetic award: white t-shirt with usefulness potions. Next we'll go for answers to every question Penny Heywood could potentially ask during the events you've bundled with it.  The answers are 10 points in green, while the answers are yellow.  Some questions will have several 10 point answers.  There is no
reason not to choose the green (10 point) answer each time. Eating with a friend Penny will quiz you on knowing the potions. What's in The Forgetfulness of The Potion? Let the river water or Valerian sprigs What's in The Polyjuice potion? Fluxweed or Knotgrass What's in ShortenIng Solution? Shrivelfigs or powdered rat spleen What's the swelling solution?
Dried Nettles or Pufferfish Eyes What's in Wideye Potion? Standard ingredient or Wolfsbane What's in the treatment boils? Snake Fangs or Horned Slugs Play Gobstones Penny has two categories of issues while playing Gobstones.  Sometimes it doesn't play, but while distracted, requiring you to choose the most distracting answers.  She will also give you
a Hogwarts gossip quiz. Distract Penny Let's Play, (Character Name) What's Your Favorite Poison? Or what's the latest gossip? Wait until you see this step. Who's the best in potions? or who's the best in the Hobstones? You can be better than me. I'm better at potions than you too or I'm more popular than you too don't try to distract me... Fleetwick goes
here or sprout goes Let's join the Gobstones Club? Let's boil Polyjuice potion I'm unlikely to ever lose... You must be damned to prove how good you knon Hogwarts' Gossip Why your brother was banished? Did he break school rules or look for the vaults that Filch loves the most? Mrs. Norris or Shackles Why are Dumbledore leaving? Looking for someone
or looking for something that's Hagrid's secret? He keeps dangerous creatures or is he bad at baking Rock Cakes Drink Butterbeer to prove how well you know Penny What's my favorite class? Potions or herbology We first met after you duel ... Merula What's my last name? Heywood What am I best known for? Be good at potions or be popular Where did
we meet? West Towers Who is my favorite Hufflepuff? Professor Rostock or Newt Scamander Who is my head of the house? Professor Rostock During some important quests you will be able to choose one of your friends to accompany you, but you first have to convince them by answering their questions. Below are the questions Penny can like you: Year 4
Chapter 11 Plan to beautification potion with Penny. Choose answers that will encourage Penny to help. Why potion beautification? To get rid of the red hat or get rid of the curse Where do we get ginger root? Herbology class or Hagrid Garden how about Fairy Wings? Caring for magical creatures or Forbidden Forest How about unicorn hair? Forbidden
forest. or Caring for magical creatures We need a place to cook privately. Room Of Artifacts or Forest Grove Is a difficult potion to boil... If anyone can do it, it's you. or just try your best. Year 4 Chapter 13 Recruit Penny! Why do you want me to leave? You're gifted in the Potion. Or you're tough under pressure. How do we get to the Forest? Very carefully or
we'll fly on broomsticks. How do we stop Little Red Riding Hood? We'll cast spells, or we'll use potion for landscaping. How do we find the arrowhead? Niffler's going to be looking for him. or we'll look for him. How do we find the Centaur? I'll make Revelio. Or I'll make Vermillius. Do you really think this is going to work? As long as we stick to the plan. or we'll
figure it out if something goes wrong. Year 4 Chapter 15 and 16 Convince Penny to help you explore the Forbidden Forest of the Damned Sanctuary! Why do you want me to leave? You'll get a shiny potion. or you'll stay cool under pressure. How do we find the Centaur? Hagrid will take us. Or will I make Vermillius what about the damn vault? The Centaur
will take us in. or we'll use a map from the vault. What protects the Sanctuary? Acromantulas or red caps What do you think inside? Hints about the next store. or hints about my brother. Call for Knight's Adventures During the Call for Knight's Adventures in Year 5 You'll have to convince Penny to join in the Land of Magical Creatures, answering the following
questions. Why Why Do we trust the portrait? He wants to help save Beatrice. or Sir Cadogan is a knight. But we all know he's pretty weird. Rather, he's insanely brave. Or maybe.  Let's take the risk. Why not bring someone else? It might help your sister. Or I'd rather go with you. We don't have enough details. We'll find more information together. or
Mysteries can be exciting. That might not help Beatrice. We have to try if we want to find out. or it will help me become a knight. Green is the best answer. Yellow is the second best answer. Red is the worst answer. Gobstones with Penny has 3 sets of questions: Win Gobstones, distracting Penny, prove how well you know Hogwarts' gossip, and practice
Gobstones and potions. Let's play, Character Name!- What's the best way to focus? - What's your favorite potion? What are the latest gossip? I almost never lose... - You have to be damned.- You have to be distracted.- We can always play again. What do you think of the gobstones? Let's talk about potions. Let's join the Gobstone Club.- Let's think about our
next step.- Let's brew Polyjuice Potion.- Let's collect the potion ingredients. You can be better than me... - I'm better at potions than you too.- I'm more popular than you too. Wait until you see this move... - Who is the best in potions? - Who is the best in Gobstones? - Who is the best in focus? Why do they say you're angry? Because of Moody's Mad Eye.
Why is Dumbledore leaving? -- Looking for someone.- Seek something.- Visit Harry Potter. What's Hagrid's secret? He doesn't know how to shave. Why was your brother expelled? He was working for You-Know-Who.- He broke school rules. What makes Merula so mean? She's jealous of me.- Her parents are in Azkaban.- She's a werewolf. What makes
Ben a coward? He's from a Muggle family. What does Mr. Filch love the most? Mrs. Norris.- Children.- Oks. How do my Gobstones skills? - You do very well.- You're getting better.- You're not a big problem. Am I gossiping too much? No, I don't think so. What is the draft of living death? - The potion that causes sleep.- The potion that causes death.- The
potion that creates zombies. What potion removes a cold? - Pepperup Potion.- Ickkouing Solution.- A refreshing draft. Which one Makes you happy?- Felix Felicis.- Wiggenweld zelier.- Amortentia. What potion is camouflaging you? - Polyjuice Potion.- A potion of blasphemy.- Confusing concoction. Special thanks to Rose, Olivia, Reds, and Ziad for their
contributions! Promotes! playing gobstones with penny answers
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